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Where to Invest
Know which industries are
poised to take off this year

One Sly Cat

Jaguar’s owners have grand
ambitions for the luxury marque
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Branding Mantra

Arab companies are learning to unlock
the vast potential of their brands
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Canada ........................C$ 7.50
France .......................... € 4.57
Germany ....................... € 6.14

Egypt ..............................E£ 10
Italy.............................. € 5.17
Jordan ............................. JD 4

Kuwait ...........................KD 1.2
Lebanon .................... L£ 5,000
Morocco.........................DH 22

Oman............................ OR 1.5
Qatar .............................QR 15
Saudi Arabia ...................SR 15

Switzerland ....................SFR 8
Syria............................ S£ 100
Tunisia .......................... TD 2.5

UAE .............................AED 15
UK .....................................£ 2
USA ....................................$ 5
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SHOPTALK WITH JAY AKASIE

NANDANA, GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND

T

here’s nothing wrong with being
outdone by yourself. After last
month’s Shop Talk, wherein we
proposed we had found the ultimate
luxury vacation villa, we couldn’t help
but admit that a few weeks later we’d
found something even better.
Nandana is a newly completed luxury
estate directly on the sea at the far West
End of Grand Bahama Island. It’s set
within an exclusive gated enclave that
offers the ultimate in privacy and luxury.
The name of the estate means
“paradise” in ancient Sanskrit, and we
couldn’t agree more. It’s a fully staffed
island home designed for intimate
gatherings of up to 10 family members
or friends.
The
compound boasts gourmet
cuisine prepared by your personal chef,
an on-site masseuse, a 120-foot infinity
pool, Jacuzzi, Jet Skis, all-terrain
vehicles, an 18-hole, Jack Nicklausdesigned golf course, beach volleyball,
and in-house scuba and snorkeling gear.
Designed by a renowned architectural

firm in an Asian beach house style,
the property comprises six separate
buildings. A spectacular main house with
soaring 40-foot ceilings is surrounded
by five richly appointed and freestanding bedroom suites. The interior
of the property has been constructed
entirely from natural materials with
massive amounts of imported Burmese
teak covering the floors, walls, and
ceilings, and natural stone forming
most other surfaces. A professionally
designed lighting system has been
installed to emphasize the property’s
many distinctive architectural features.
The buildings are centered around
a 120-foot infinity pool with waterfall
edge, dropping to a private sandy beach
below. A separate large outdoor Jacuzzi
overlooks the beach, and the compound is
shaded by more than 300 imported palm
trees and tropical plants. The property is
bounded in the front by the ocean with a
protected sandy beach and in the rear by
a deep water canal with private docking
facilities for yachts up to 115 feet.

The main building contains the primary
socializing areas including living room,
dining room, kitchen, bar, and glassenclosed wine room.
Standing either side of the main
building and directly on the beach are
two large one-bedroom Pavilion suites.
Each measures in excess of 1,000 square
feet and contains luxury bathrooms with
a Jacuzzi, indoor/outdoor shower, walkin closet, writing desk, mini bar and
private sundeck overlooking the sea.
A few steps back from the beach,
amid gardens of palms and tropical
greenery are two one-bedroom Bangala
(bungalow) suites.
Each suite boasts more than 750
square feet of space with a bedroom,
sitting area, bath with indoor/outdoor
shower, writing desk and mini-bar.
Along the canal rises a 2,000-squarefoot luxury air-conditioned safari tent
with separate bedroom, bath, and living
area. The furnished tent contains the
same TV, and wireless Internet services
as the Pavilions and Bangalas.
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